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Host Construct says:
USS Cherokee 10212.01 Ring World Part 3
Host Construct says:
The Cherokee crew has been discovered.  They have given themselves away to the Construct.
Host Construct says:
The Construct has ordered his robots to kill the away team.
Host Construct says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Construct says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Construct says:
Robots:  Kill all of them, but save their bodies for analysis later.  I am sure the Dark One will want to examine them.
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The robots begin to close in on the AT.
Host XO_Siatty says:
::In Control Room, trying to escape.::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::nods grimly at Ronik, and prepares to shoot at any robot that comes too close::
OPS_Jones says:
@::sitting in the "Big Chair", wondering what to do next::
CEO_Terumo says:
XO: Jamming signal ready, Sir!
CNS_Selar says:
::staying close to the CO::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@::on the bridge wondering what is happening::
Host XO_Siatty says:
CEO: Do it, we need all the help we can get.
FCO_Barak says:
:: in control room, with his phaser aimed at the door ::
TO_Mikan says:
::crouches down and jumps up into the duct, quickly turns and leans down:: CO: Jump, sirrrrrr.
CTO_Worthington says:
TO: Protect the team. SEC: Fire! ::fires phaser rifle at advancing robots::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::hears Ronik and glances up, and jumps to reach the outstretched hand::
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Aiming Phaser, looking for target, firing at nearest vat.::
CEO_Terumo says:
::taps the tricorder and sets it down on the ground as a loud hum is heard all over the room:: XO: Let's see what we can buy with it, Sir!
TO_Mikan says:
::grabs the CO's hand and pulls him into the duct::
CNS_Selar says:
::holds her phaser tightly in her hand ready to fire if needed::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves toward the ventilation duct shooting any robot that comes between him and it.::
FCO_Barak says:
:: begins firing phaser at robots ::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The Construct has erected shields around all the cities on the planet.
TO_Mikan says:
::leans down again:: XO: Your turn, Commanderrrrr.
CTO_Worthington says:
::protects the retreating team with covering fire::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: Nervous, ma'am?
Host CO_Lyon says:
::crawls a bit out of the way::
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Turns and reaches for the vent.::
CEO_Terumo says:
::takes a stand with his phaser pointed at the entrance::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The transporter lock is severed with the Cherokee crew.
TO_Mikan says:
::grabs the XO's arm and pulls him in too:: CNS: Now you, counselorrrr.
CNS_Selar says:
::holsters her phaser and jumps up to the vent::
OPS_Jones says:
@::looking at sensors and all color drains from her face::  ALL: The robots are armed with powerful plasma projectors and welding tools that are more refined than phasers or disruptors.
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  One of the robots goes down with the CTO's shot.
TO_Mikan says:
::grabs the CNS, and pulls her into the vent::
CSO_Nash says:
:: As he nears the vent opening he reaches back for the FCO to help him get into the vent shaft.::
CEO_Terumo says:
FCO: Can I borrow your tricorder?
CTO_Worthington says:
SEC: Create a fire chamber. We got to protect the team. ::continues to cover the escaping team::
TO_Mikan says:
CSO: Commanderrrr, now!
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Crawls in.::  CO: I'd suggest we keep our eyes open for targets of opportunity.
CNS_Selar says:
::gets pulled in and moves over to make room:: XO: Any idea what these robots are?
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  Another robot wielding a torch comes towards the CTO.
FCO_Barak says:
:: hands tricorder to CEO:: CEO: Here, Sir.
Host CO_Lyon says:
XO: I was thinking that. ::smiles grimly::
CEO_Terumo says:
::gets closer to the vent shaft as he takes a shot at a robot:: FCO: Thanks, Barak.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: Then how are they going to defend themselves if their weapons are more advanced, ma'am?
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun> ::almost in a panic::  OPS:  We lost the transporter lock on the Away Team.
CTO_Worthington says:
::seeing the approaching robot, ducks and fires::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Takes the hand up from the TO and makes it into the vent. Pulling the FCO with him.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
CNS: Adapted tools.  To my eyes they don't appear dedicated defenders, although Commander Worthington would know better.
TO_Mikan says:
::strains a bit as he pulls both the CSO & FCO into the vent::
CEO_Terumo says:
::sets phaser to maximum power and takes another shot::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The robot is partially destroyed but pulls out another arm and replaces it.
FCO_Barak says:
:: is pulled into the vent after the CSO :: 
TO_Mikan says:
CEO: Your turrrn, Lt.
OPS_Jones says:
@::shooting out of the chair::  Calhoun: Get it back!!
CNS_Selar says:
::closes her eyes and contacts Christina quickly:: ~~~Henderson: Christina, we are trying to get away from the robots. Anything you can tell me about them?~~~
CTO_Worthington says:
::rolls to avoid the robot and shoots at it's head::
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson:  I wish I knew.
CEO_Terumo says:
TO: Aye. ::takes another shot and jumps up, to grab the TO's arm::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@::looks over at OPS:: OPS: Jennifer has just contacted me.. What do we know about the robots and a way out from where they are?
TO_Mikan says:
::grabs the CEO and pulls him in too:: CMO: Your turn, Doc.
FCO_Barak says:
:: helps the TO to pull up the CEO ::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves close to the front looking for Mai.:: EO: How goes the scouting?
Host CO_Lyon says:
EO: Mai, can you find a way out?
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  A robot’s head goes rolling across the floor.
CTO_Worthington says:
SEC: Don't let them get close, fire at will!
CEO_Terumo says:
::gets inside the shaft and moves over to make room:: TO: Thanks!
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson: The robots are armed with powerful plasma projectors and welding tools that are more refined than phasers or disruptors.
Host EO_Valentine says:
::On all fours, her goggles on...she scans the tunnels..without hesitation she suddenly turns left and bounds down.::
Host CO_Lyon says:
EO: Slow down!!! ::starts following her::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@::relays the information to Jennifer:: OPS: Anything else you would like me to tell her?
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  Two security men go down in flames, literally.
TO_Mikan says:
::reaches down and pulls the CMO up by his uniform::
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun> ::is doing all she could but to no avail::
Host EO_Valentine says:
::Slows down a bit.::
CEO_Terumo says:
::pulls out the tricorder and starts scanning the communication channels found earlier::
CMO_Brabas says:
::He enters the shaft and begins to help with the rest of the crew::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Follows the CO and EO, scanning for any more obstructions to their flight.::
CTO_Worthington says:
SEC: Spread out, aim for the head! ::tries to rally his troops as he fires at the advancing robots::
TO_Mikan says:
CTO: Sirrrr.... I don't want any arguments, come. ::reaches down again::
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson: Tell her to look after Kevin and to let us know how he is doing.
FCO_Barak says:
TO: Can I help you? :: helps the CMO inside the vent ::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::calls down the shaft:: All: Follow us.
CNS_Selar says:
::follows the rest of the crew, waiting for Christina with more information::
CTO_Worthington says:
TO: Get Security out of here, I'll follow.
CEO_Terumo says:
::starts following everybody down the shaft:: XO: I think we managed to block their comm temporarily. They may not know we've escaped through the vent, yet.
CMO_Brabas says:
TO/FCO: Need an extra hand?
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Follows the Captain down the shaft, looking back to make sure the rest are following.::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: Aye, ma'am. ~~~CNS: Could you tell me how the crew is holding up?~~~
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  More security are taken down by the robots.  The CTO sees his dead men being dragged off.
TO_Mikan says:
FCO: No need, thanks. ::growls:: CTO: I heard the Captain, sirrr... you will come now, or I'll come fetch you.
CTO_Worthington says:
::grabs the TO's hand and heads up into the vent::
EO_Valentine says:
::Comes to a fork in the tunnel... peering down each one, she decides to go right.::
CNS_Selar says:
~~~Henderson: We are ok. Trying to get out alive.~~~ CO: Sir, I have contacted the Cherokee. Nothing new to report except for what types of robots were down there.
FCO_Barak says:
TO: Alright. :: hears the Captain and follows him ::
TO_Mikan says:
::pulls the CTO into the vent and looks into the control room to see which of the security team is still there::
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Finds a vent passing by, shoots it open.  Sets Phaser to overload and throws it into a vat as far as I can hit.::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Follows along, using his tricorder to sweep the tunnel ahead.::
CMO_Brabas says:
::Follows FCO::
Host XO_Siatty says:
CO: I just set a Phaser to overload in one of the rooms.  Hopefully it will draw their attention...and fire.
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  A robot appears and takes the phaser and disarms it.
CTO_Worthington says:
TO: Let's move out. ::follows the team and covers the rear::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: The Counselor informs me that they are trying to stay alive. ::shudders::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::reaches the fork in the tunnel:: EO: Wait a moment.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He grabs his Med Kit in one hand and tricorder in another::
Host XO_Siatty says:
CO: Never mind, they found it.  Didn't think you could disarm an overloaded Phaser...
TO_Mikan says:
::sighs for a moment and moves out after the rest of the crew::
FCO_Barak says:
:: While passing through the vent, sees the robot disarming the phaser :: CEO: They have disarmed it.
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson: Trying to stay alive?  I don't like the sound of that.  ::turns to Deena::  Calhoun:  Any luck yet getting that transporter lock back.
CTO_Worthington says:
::tries not to think of his friends who were just murdered and follows the team::
CEO_Terumo says:
::keeps matching their movement through the ducts with the layout of the structure previously mapped:: FCO: We'll have to outsmart them somehow!
Host XO_Siatty says:
FCO: Any idea how far down we are?
Host CO_Lyon says:
CNS: Do they still have a lock on us?
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun> OPS:  No, Ma'am, it appears that it's being jammed by some force unknown to us.
CNS_Selar says:
CO: Christina informed me that they do not. I believe they are trying to get it back, sir.
EO_Valentine says:
::Hears the CO and finally stops.::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Slows down as everyone else stops.::
CMO_Brabas says:
::Listens to FCO and CNS talk::
FCO_Barak says:
XO: By my calculations, around 99 decks up sir.
Host CO_Lyon says:
::nods and calls down the shaft:: EO: Mai, any idea where the shield generators are located on this forsaken ring?
CTO_Worthington says:
::wonders what is going on ahead of him::
CNS_Selar says:
FCO: 99 decks? Are you sure?
OPS_Jones says:
@Calhoun:  Keep trying.
EO_Valentine says:
::Sits back on her hunches::  CO:  Sir, I saw some consoles... not sure though... ::frowns in thought.::
CMO_Brabas says:
FCO: If we go down we would travel faster to the inner sphere of the ring, wouldn’t we?
Host CO_Lyon says:
EO: Can you lead some back there and see if you can disable them?
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun> OPS:  Aye. ::continues to try to get the transporter lock back::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  Ronik's keen ears hears something or someone behind them.
FCO_Barak says:
CNS: Yes ma’am, 99 it is.
TO_Mikan says:
::turns while a decision is being made, and looks back down the shaft:: CO: We have to get moving again, sirrrrr.
CNS_Selar says:
Self: Wow, we will have a lot of decks to travel. ::sighs::
EO_Valentine says:
::Shakes a bit.:; CO:  Aye Sir...  ::Turns in the direction where she saw the consoles and begins running.::
CTO_Worthington says:
TO: What's going on?
CSO_Nash says:
:: Begins scanning the shields and gets the frequency. Begins scanning for a match and an accompanying power source with it.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
CO: Split up.  If one of us can find the shields, the rest can be beamed out as well.
FCO_Barak says:
CMO: Well, I'm not sure about that.
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson:  I hate this waiting game, someone has a very sadistic mind down there to pull something like this.
Host CO_Lyon says:
::speaks up:: All: Trent, Terumo, Kevin, you're with Mai. Find the shield generators and disable them, we'll do the same. EO: Go down this shaft, the rest will take the one on the left.
CEO_Terumo says:
::overhears the TO and feels a shiver down his spine:: XO: Maybe we should be moving, Sir.
EO_Valentine says:
:: She is already running down the shaft.::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: Agreed. If only we could find a way to disable the shields on that thing. We could then beam them up.
Host CO_Lyon says:
::moves down the left hand shaft, as fast as he can::
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Moves down towards the shaft on the left.::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Follows the EO,CEO, and CTO while running and scanning for the shield generators.::
TO_Mikan says:
::follows the CO & XO::
FCO_Barak says:
:: goes to the left shaft, setting the power on his phaser :: 
CNS_Selar says:
::follows the CO::
CTO_Worthington says:
::follows after the EO:: EO: Lead the way.
CMO_Brabas says:
::With no question he follows after the CO::
EO_Valentine says:
::Stops for a moment to get her bearings.::
CEO_Terumo says:
CO: Aye, Sir. ::starts moving towards the EO::
EO_Valentine says:
CTO: Its this way Sir.
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson:  All right, let's try shooting at it with a phaser beams on mid-setting.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: Let me inform the AT first, so they are prepared.
EO_Valentine says:
::Slows down so everyone can catch up to her.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Follows the Captain, looking around for likely targets.::
CTO_Worthington says:
::follows after the EO, looking back for anyone following::
FCO_Barak says:
Self: My tricorder is with Terumo... not good.
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson:  Hurry, I want this done now.
CEO_Terumo says:
EO: May, time for your unorthodox methods. Leads us right, Ensign!
Host CO_Lyon says:
::gets to a vertical shaft:: All: Time to climb a bit. ::leans out and looks up and down::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Looks at his tricorder seeing all the multiphasic readings.:: Self: Great! All I'm getting is gibberish.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@~~~CNS: Jennifer, inform the Captain that we will try to fire on the ring to see if we can lower its shields.~~~ OPS: Done, ma'am.
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  Footholds can be found in the vertical shaft for the AT to use.
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson:  Could you do the honors please.
EO_Valentine says:
CEO:  Follow me!  ::Turns and scurries down the next shaft.::
CNS_Selar says:
::gets the communication:: CO: Sir, the Cherokee is going to try firing on the ring to disable its shields!
FCO_Barak says:
:: Hears the Captain and prepares to climb the vertical shaft. ::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Follows as the EO slows up enough for the rest to catch up.::
CEO_Terumo says:
::runs as fast as he can after Mai:: EO: What's down here?
Host CO_Lyon says:
::sees the footholds and carefully sets his hands and one foot in them and swings out into the shaft::
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Follows the Captain, grabbing and holding onto the footholds.::
Host CO_Lyon says:
CNS: No, tell them not to. We don't know what it can do!
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: Aye, ma'am. ::reroutes tactical to the CNS console and fires at the ring:: OPS: Firing now.
EO_Valentine says:
CEO:  The consoles!  ::Finds the shaft going up and begins climbing.::
CNS_Selar says:
CO: Aye, sir. ~~~Henderson: Don't fire!~~~
FCO_Barak says:
:: Enters the shaft after the XO. ::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::starts climbing as fast as he can::
EO_Valentine says:
CEO:  The rooms are full of vats and some beings are in there, we will have to be careful.
CEO_Terumo says:
::reaches the vertical shaft:: Self: Oh... This is going to hurt...
OPS_Jones says:
@::seeing the beams hit without leaving a mark, she curses under her breath::
CNS_Selar says:
::climbing as well , following the CO::
CTO_Worthington says:
::starts climbing after the EO and others::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Begins climbing up, putting his tricorder on his belt.::
TO_Mikan says:
::Waits for the crew to all get into the shaft, keeping a rear guard::
CMO_Brabas says:
Self: Oh no! Ladders, I just ate pudding. :: He takes out all useful stuff from med kit and begins with preparation for climbing::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: I was just informed to not fire anymore.
CMO_Brabas says:
::Begins to climb::
CNS_Selar says:
CO: Where are we headed sir?
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  Shields go up over the entire planet.
Host XO_Siatty says:
CO: It will likely come to that though, sir.  We can't leave this thing here intact.  We need to find a way to destroy it...somehow.
Host CO_Lyon says:
CNS: Going looking for the shield generators... another console, not the one in the control room.
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson:   Understood.  I'm open to suggestions, people.
Host CO_Lyon says:
XO: After I inform SFC... I'm not attempting it on my own with only one New Orleans class ship.
CNS_Selar says:
CO: Anything you want relayed to the Cherokee, sir?
CEO_Terumo says:
EO: How far is it yet?
EO_Valentine says:
::Continues climbing up.::
TO_Mikan says:
::climbs into the shaft, last::
Host XO_Siatty says:
CO: I know, but I'm not sure we will have a choice.
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun> OPS: Shields appears all around the entire planet.
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  Sounds can be heard behind the TO, sounds of metal on metal.
Host CO_Lyon says:
CNS: To be ready to beam us out when the shields go down. XO: I'll make up my mind when the time comes.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: I do not think our weapons are a match for the ring. Could we maybe send a virus into the ring to disable its systems and then beam the AT back?
OPS_Jones says:
@Calhoun:  What?!  When?
CTO_Worthington says:
::continues to climb, looking back for anything following::
TO_Mikan says:
All: Climb faster and get out of the shaft. There are robots behind us.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He is climbing and begins to take heavy breaths::
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun> OPS:  It appears it appeared when we fired our phasers.
CNS_Selar says:
CO: Aye sir. ::continues following the CO:: ~~~Henderson: Have everyone ready to beam us up when the shields go down.~~~ ::keeps on moving::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::reaches the next level and looks into the area, seeing only vats, then hears the TO and moves out of the vertical shaft::
OPS_Jones says:
@::nods::  Calhoun: So it would seem.  Stand-by.
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Follows the Captain, taking a moment to scan the vats as they pass.::
CMO_Brabas says:
::As the TO told him, he begins to climb faster and follows the CO::
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson:  Let's cross that bridge should the need arise later.
EO_Valentine says:
::Stops at an opening and looks down.  Sees a console and ponders a moment.:: CEO I've found a console, but I don't think its the right one... ::frowns.::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::moves along the shaft, looking for a cross vent so they can disappear from sight, before the robots reach their level::
FCO_Barak says:
:: Follows the XO out of the shaft and helps the Counselor. ::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: We should at least try to plan something. ::starts to think::
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson:  However, do a quick research on the matter.
CNS_Selar says:
::is helped by the FCO:: FCO: Thanks. ::faint smile as she continues::
CTO_Worthington says:
EO: Why are we stopped?
EO_Valentine says:
::enters the room with the Console.:: CTO:  I think I've found something..
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: Understood. ::starts to look through files quickly::
FCO_Barak says:
:: waits for the others, helping them to get out of the shaft ::
CEO_Terumo says:
::pops out of the shaft and stand next to the EO:: EO: Well, there's only one way to be sure, but do you know where we can find more?
Host CO_Lyon says:
::reaches another vertical vent, and starts climbing it again::
CSO_Nash says:
::Pulls out his tricorder and scans the console.::
TO_Mikan says:
::enters the shaft, looking down to see if the robots have reached it yet::
EO_Valentine says:
::Vigorously shakes her head at the CEO.::
CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes scans of life forms in the area as the rest of the AT looks for ways to escape::
FCO_Barak says:
CNS: You're welcome, run ma’am.
CTO_Worthington says:
::follows the CSO/CEO/EO into the room:: CSO: Let's secure the room. Scan for any robots.
OPS_Jones says:
@Calhoun:  I want you to keep trying to get that transporter lock back and when it returns, get them all back immediately.
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  Robots enter the shaft where the EO is, coming down in their direction.
EO_Valentine says:
::Cautiously enters the room.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Jumps up, following the Captain.  Reaches down to help the next person.::
TO_Mikan says:
::waits by the entrance after looking down the shaft to see if the crew is out of sight yet, then aims phaser at the entrance to the vertical shaft they just left::
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun> OPS:  Yes, Ma'am, I'll be ready.
OPS_Jones says:
@Calhoun:  Good.
CSO_Nash says:
CTO: Yes Commander. Sir, I've got multiple blips heading this way.
FCO_Barak says:
CMO: Don't be late sir, they've found another shaft.
CNS_Selar says:
::reaches the area where the CO jumped up and tries to jump up but can't quite get up:: Self: Man.
OPS_Jones says:
@::gets up and starts pacing the bridge::
CEO_Terumo says:
EO: Well, then...  ::hears the sound of metal on metal:: CTO: Company?
CMO_Brabas says:
::He moves toward the shaft with the rest of the crew::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::climbs to the next level and looks into the area::
Host XO_Siatty says:
CNS: Take my hand!  ::Stretches.::
FCO_Barak says:
:: reaches the shaft and begins to climb :: XO: Thank you sir.
CTO_Worthington says:
CSO: Where from? CEO/EO: We better get out of here or make a stand here.
CNS_Selar says:
::grabs the XO and gets up:: XO: Thank you, sir.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: I have done some research and it is unlikely that the virus could penetrate the shields. They are too powerful.
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  One of the robots claws slip and drops down the shaft.
CSO_Nash says:
CTO: Opposite end of this deck, coming toward us.
EO_Valentine says:
CTO:  Here is another shaft!
CEO_Terumo says:
::looks beneath the console:: All: Hold on 10 secs!
CMO_Brabas says:
FCO: Thanks, I almost sat there and awaited death.
OPS_Jones says:
@::stops pacing and turns to Henderson::  Henderson:  Why doesn't that surprise me.
TO_Mikan says:
::sees the last of the crew enter the next vertical shaft, and runs on all fours to the entrance::
CNS_Selar says:
::starts to go fast as she reaches where the CO is::
CTO_Worthington says:
CEO: What is it?
CEO_Terumo says:
::opens a panel and finds an interface that can be adapted for the tricorder and starts getting it connected:: All: I'm trying to get the tricorder in here...
CTO_Worthington says:
EO: Can we get out of here in that shaft?
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: It seems like this thing is impossible to beat. Like it was built for a tactical purpose, to make sure it is not interrupted.
Host CO_Lyon says:
::continues to climb up to the next level::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The console begins emitting a siren, almost deafening the AT.
CMO_Brabas says:
::Moves along side with others::
CSO_Nash says:
CTO: I suggest we beat a hasty retreat, sir.
CEO_Terumo says:
::the connection cable bursts into flames:: Self: Ouch! All: Sorry, let's get out of here!
TO_Mikan says:
::starts climbing the vertical shaft after the others::
CTO_Worthington says:
ALL: Move out! ::heads for the new shaft the EO found::
FCO_Barak says:
:: keeps following the Captain. :: 
CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves taking long loping strides remembering to keep his head down.::
CNS_Selar says:
::keeps climbing, wondering when they will reach where they need to get to::
CEO_Terumo says:
::gets up and starts running after the others::
EO_Valentine says:
::Jumps into the shaft, waiting for the rest of the team to catch up with her.::
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun> ::sets up the console for instant beaming when the transporter returns:: OPS:  I set the transporters to activate as soon as we get the lock back.
Host CO_Lyon says:
::hears the siren:: Self: Razzlefrat!
OPS_Jones says:
@Calhoun:  Good work.
CTO_Worthington says:
CEO/CSO: Go! ::follows them into the shaft::
TO_Mikan says:
::flattens his ears as the sirens start up::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  Robots are activated all over the complex.
CNS_Selar says:
::hears the loud noise and tries to cover her ears but knows she has to keep climbing, so she continues::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::calls down the shaft:: All: Faster! This is not good!!
CMO_Brabas says:
::As he climbs, he begins to think about some little portion of Adrenaline boosts from Hypo sprays so that everyone could have extra strength::
CNS_Selar says:
CO: An estimate on how much further, sir. ::keeps climbing::
FCO_Barak says:
CO: Aye sir, right behind you.
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Continues to climb, trying to think of how to help using what's on hand.::
OPS_Jones says:
@::she goes back to pacing::
CEO_Terumo says:
All: If things keep going this way, we've got to find a console and seal ourselves in that room.
Host CO_Lyon says:
::climbs:: CNS: No idea, we'll know when we reach the top, or get beamed out.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@::looks at her console, hoping this will be over soon::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Looks over his shoulder, slowing enough to yell back at the CTO.:: CTO: Robots powering up all over the complex, Commander.
EO_Valentine says:
::Moves down the shaft slowly so she doesn't lose anyone.::
CMO_Brabas says:
CO: We need a place to stop for a second. I have an idea on how to make us faster.
CNS_Selar says:
::hears the CMO say faster::
CTO_Worthington says:
CEO: Might be an idea. CSO: How many? ::continues to move in the shaft::
Host CO_Lyon says:
CMO: Ok, I'll go into the next cross shaft. ::climbs up to the next cross and goes in::
TO_Mikan says:
::rumbles in his chest as he hears the CMO, but says nothing else::
EO_Valentine says:
::She stops short for a moment.  A memory comes to her.:: CTO/CEO:  Sir, this is the right way. The console is 3 decks up.  We are almost there!  ::Looks for a way up and begins climbing.::
CSO_Nash says:
CTO: On the magnitude of thousands, sir.
CEO_Terumo says:
::keeps trying to find a power signature similar to the shields with the tricorder, but running down a shaft isn't helping::
CMO_Brabas says:
::As he enters the shaft he gets out the Hypo spray and gives everyone a little adrenaline boost::
FCO_Barak says:
:: climbs after the Captain :: CNS: Here Counselor.
CMO_Brabas says:
ALL: Here you go!
TO_Mikan says:
::holds up his hand as the CMO tries to inject him:: CMO: I don't need it, Doctorrrr.
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The adrenaline hits the AT’s systems giving them new energy.
CEO_Terumo says:
EO: Great! ::keeps following the EO::
CTO_Worthington says:
CSO: Excellent, wouldn't want them to take us lightly. EO: By all means, lead on!
CNS_Selar says:
::enters shaft with the help of the FCO and gets her energy boost:: CMO: What was it?
CMO_Brabas says:
TO: I see the point!
Host CO_Lyon says:
All: Ok, move out again! ::moves down the cross shaft, peering at the vats::
Host XO_Siatty says:
::As they are stopped, grabs a few hypo sprays, leaving the rest of the Med kit behind.::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: I feel like we cannot do anything but wait which does not make me feel at ease.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Follows the EO, his hopes starting to elevate. Looks back to make sure the CTO heard him.::
CNS_Selar says:
::moves again:: Self: Well, at least I won't have to go to the gym for a while.
TO_Mikan says:
::looks down the shaft they just left for any robots::
EO_Valentine says:
::Stops on the level she remembers...:: CEO:  Its around here Sir, we are very close.
CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Some things will need to be out of you after this kind of exercise!
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The TO spies objects moving towards them, but at a much slower pace for the moment.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Follows the others as they stop on this level.::
FCO_Barak says:
CMO: Thank you, but I think... :: feels the adrenaline running through his Vulcan blood ::
CNS_Selar says:
CMO: Oh.. ::keeps moving::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::moves quickly down the shaft, looking for the next vertical::
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson: Yeah I know.  ::reaches up to her ears and touches the earrings::  Henderson:  This better end soon, I've got a wedding to plan.
CEO_Terumo says:
::reaches the EO and sees if everyone has come up the shaft:: All: Lets look around while we can! Anyone see a console... shout!
Host XO_Siatty says:
TO: Can you block our path?  Make them take a less direct route?
TO_Mikan says:
::sees some objects moving towards them, and calls down the shaft:: CO: Sirrr, they arrrrre nearrrr.
FCO_Barak says:
:: runs at incredible speed after the Captain. ::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The CTO turns and sees robots creeping up behind them.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: Ah yes. I hope you will have a great wedding. I will love to hear about it when it is over. ::smiles trying to ease the mood::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Gets out behind the EO, scanning as he steps to the deck.::
EO_Valentine says:
::Moves slowly along the shaft, keeping a close eye out.::
CTO_Worthington says:
ALL: We need to go faster, we have company!
TO_Mikan says:
XO: Shoot them, see if one dislodges the rest when it falls.
CMO_Brabas says:
FCO: Don’t worry you green blooded Vulcan. Nothing bad will happen to you from this. ::Smiles::
CEO_Terumo says:
CTO: Anyway we can slow them down?
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson: So much to do in so little time.  ::smiles slightly::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::calls back down the shaft:: XO/TO: Solutions?
CSO_Nash says:
:: Prepares to take up rear guard with the CTO.:: CTO: Shall we make a stand sir?
CEO_Terumo says:
EO: Any luck with that console?
FCO_Barak says:
CMO: Thank you, in fact I feel very good. :: smiles. ::
EO_Valentine says:
Self: I know you are here...come out, come out wherever you are....  CEO: Its close, I can feel it.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: Well, I hope everyone will enjoy watching you two get married. It should be wonderful.
Host XO_Siatty says:
CO: Not from down here...nothing to work with.
CTO_Worthington says:
::exits the shaft with everyone else:: ALL: They are coming up the shaft. CEO: Phasers. CSO: This may be it. EO: I need some good news.
EO_Valentine says:
All:  There!!!  ::Points to her left.::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::mutters an oath::
TO_Mikan says:
CO: Short of just shooting at them, nothing.
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson:  Oh, it will be.
CNS_Selar says:
::gets right behind the CO and bumps into him not looking:: CO: Sorry, sir.
CEO_Terumo says:
::runs to the place Mai pointed and kneels:: EO: Where?!
CMO_Brabas says:
CO: To run Sir ?!?!
CTO_Worthington says:
CSO: We will have to protect the CEO and EO.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: Good. ::smiles::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::smiles absently at Jennifer as he thinks for a moment:: XO/TO: Do it. I don't want them near us.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Pulls out his phaser and takes up a position close to the indicated area.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
CO: We should order the Cherokee to call for help.  Even if we do pull our chestnuts out of the fire, no telling if we can shut it down.
EO_Valentine says:
CEO:  There!  ::Pushes a vent casing out revealing a room.::
TO_Mikan says:
::gives a feral grin and aims at the top most robot::
CEO_Terumo says:
::taps the console and a power flow diagram comes up:: EO: Could this be what I think?
CSO_Nash says:
CTO: Aye sir. You want the left or right side to lay down crossfire?
EO_Valentine says:
::excitedly shakes her head yes at Terumo.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Pulls backup Type I, firing as fast as I can locate a target.::
CTO_Worthington says:
CSO: I'll take the right. CEO/EO: What's going on?
Host CO_Lyon says:
CNS: Tell Henderson to put a call through to SFC, explain as much as they can. I'll clarify when we're on the ship.
CEO_Terumo says:
::starts tapping the console:: CTO/CSO: We may be in luck. I think this is it!
EO_Valentine says:
CTO:  We found it sir!  ::Studies the buttons on the console a moment.::
CMO_Brabas says:
Out aloud: If I only could have one nanoprobe.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves to cover at the left side of the console.::
TO_Mikan says:
::fires at the top most robot, trying to make it fall on the others::
Host XO_Siatty says:
CO: If we get back, I may have a solution...but it's not a pleasant one.
CEO_Terumo says:
EO: Mai, give me a hand here or two!
CNS_Selar says:
CO: Aye, sir. ~~~Henderson: Please contact SFC and tell them what is happening so far.~~~
FCO_Barak says:
:: hears the phaser being fired and turns back to help the TO. ::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The robot falls taking out 3 others.
CTO_Worthington says:
CEO/EO: Be careful, we will hold them as long as we can.
Host CO_Lyon says:
XO: Understood.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@~~~CNS: Alright~~~ OPS: I have been told that someone should call SFC and tell them about our situation.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Prepares to fire as the first robot becomes visible.::
EO_Valentine says:
CEO:  I'm here... ::begins tapping some buttons::
CMO_Brabas says:
::As he looks at the rest of the AT, he pulls out a Hypo spray and begins to think about chemistry::
TO_Mikan says:
::peers down the shaft and nods in satisfaction:: XO: Four down... literally.
CTO_Worthington says:
CSO: This may be it. We got to hold out as long as we can.
Host XO_Siatty says:
TO: It's a start.
CMO_Brabas says:
::To get them visible::
FCO_Barak says:
TO: Need any help? And don't say no.
OPS_Jones says:
@Henderson:  Good plan ::turns to Deena::  Calhoun:  Can you contact SFC and inform them of our current situation?
CSO_Nash says:
CTO: Agreed, sir. Ready when you are.
CNS_Selar says:
CO: I have informed the Cherokee, sir.
EO_Valentine says:
::Fingers fly over the console::
TO_Mikan says:
FCO: Just look after the Captain.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@OPS: Maybe ask for reinforcements?
Host CO_Lyon says:
CNS: Good. ::starts moving down the shaft again::
CEO_Terumo says:
::synchronizes himself with the EO and they start going further into the console's functions:: EO: We make a fine team, Mai.
CNS_Selar says:
::continues moving down the shaft again::
CTO_Worthington says:
::waits for the robots to come pouring through::
FCO_Barak says:
TO: Right, be careful my friend. :: turns back again and runs for the Captain’s position. ::
Host Construct says:
Robots:  Do not let the beings escape.  We must have them for study.
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun> OPS:  Yes Ma'am.  ::sends message stating the events on the Ringworld and an urgent request for reinforcements::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Belts his tricorder pulling out another phaser.::
TO_Mikan says:
::starts moving down the shaft, ready to fire at the robots if they follow::
CMO_Brabas says:
::he begins to think about getting the skeletons of the AT more visible then regularly::
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun> Henderson:  I was one step ahead of you, I asked for help.
CEO_Terumo says:
::finally at the main control display, taps a command, together with the EO:: All: Here we go!
FCO_Barak says:
Self: I hope my tricorder is helping Terumo.
OPS_Jones says:
@Calhoun:  Now let's see if it works.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@Calhoun: Good.
EO_Valentine says:
::Fingers fly entering the last sequence.::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The CEO and EO hit the right combinations and the shield goes down.
TO_Mikan says:
XO: Sirrrr, don't make me drag you along with me. Get in front, so I have a better line of fire.
CNS_Selar says:
::has many mixed feelings going through her head as she keeps following the CO::
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun> ::nods at Henderson::
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Drops back behind Mikan.::  TO: Sorry Ensign.
CEO_Terumo says:
All: We've done it!
TO_Mikan says:
TO: Don't be sorrrrry, sirrrr. Don't do it again. ::doesn't look away from the shaft::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  An alert goes off on the tactical console alerting the Cherokee that the shields are down.
Host CO_Lyon says:
::reaches the next vertical shaft and peers up and down to see if there are robots::
OPS_Jones says:
@<Calhoun>  OPS:  The shields are down and we got the lock back.  ::The Transporters activate, beaming back the AT::
CTO_Worthington says:
CEO/EO: Are the shields down?
EO_Valentine says:
::Looks over to the CEO.::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  Robots are surrounding both teams.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
@::hears the alert:: OPS: Hopefully this works.
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Laughs grimly.::  TO: Just hoping there is a next time.
CEO_Terumo says:
CTO: Affirmative, Sir.
CNS_Selar says:
::looks at the robots with her phaser out::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Begins firing with both phasers at the robots.::
TO_Mikan says:
XO: Therrrrre will be. ::fires at the robots that have followed them::
FCO_Barak says:
:: Fires phaser on approaching robots ::
CEO_Terumo says:
::puts his back against the wall and grabs his phaser::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::sees some robots and starts firing::
CNS_Selar says:
::fires at robots close by her:: 
EO_Valentine says:
::Pulls out her phaser and stands beside the CEO.::
CMO_Brabas says:
All: When we get back on Cherokee I will need to settle down your adrenaline effects!
Host Construct ACTION:  Both teams are picked up by the transporter and beamed to the Cherokee.
Host CO_Lyon says:
::disappears in a swirl of blue and appears on the ship::
CNS_Selar says:
::materializes on the Cherokee:: Self: Phew.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
Calhoun: Were they beamed back?
TO_Mikan says:
::grins as the transports take hold and the ship appears around them::
CTO_Worthington says:
::materializes on the Cherokee:: ALL: Is everyone ok?
CSO_Nash says:
:: Begins materializing and the phaser suppression cuts off the phaser fire.::
CEO_Terumo says:
::as he shot the phaser, the familiar feeling of the transporter brings him to safety:: Self: Ahhh...
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Materializes.::  CO: Good thing the Transporters shut down weapons.  ::Drops Phaser in locker and heads to the Bridge.::
Host CO_Lyon says:
::leaves the TR at a run for the nearest TL::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The shield to the city reappears.
EO_Valentine says:
:materializes back on the ship and hops off the transporter padd.::
FCO_Barak says:
:: appears in the Cherokee. :: All: Nice to be back.
OPS_Jones says:
<Calhoun>  Henderson: Yes.
CMO_Brabas says:
::Materialize on the ship:: Out aloud: WE ARE ALIVE!!!
CNS_Selar says:
::looks over at the CTO:: CTO: As good as I can feel at the moment.
Host CO_Lyon says:
*OPS*: We're back, get us out of this area, NOW!
CTO_Worthington says:
::leaves phaser rifle and heads for the bridge::
CEO_Terumo says:
*Ens. Selena*: Report!
TO_Mikan says:
::follows the Captain::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
Calhoun: Great! OPS: Finally, they are back!
FCO_Barak says:
:: Heads for the TL ::
Host XO_Siatty says:
CO: Now for the ring.  For now, suggest we move to the edge of the system to monitor.  If they power up their super weapon, I don't want to let it go off.
OPS_Jones says:
*CO*:  Good to hear.  Calhoun: Get us out of here, Warp 9.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Heads for the TL.::
CEO_Terumo says:
<EO Selena>*CEO*: Glad your back, Sir! We're ready when you are!
OPS_Jones says:
<Calhoun>  OPS: With pleasure.
Host CO_Lyon says:
XO: Yes, but I'll find out what SFC wants... they need to know about it first. ::enters the TL:: Bridge, pronto.
FCO_Barak says:
:: in TL :: TL: Bridge.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
::sits in the CNS chair with a sigh of relief::
Host Construct says:
ACTION:  The AFCO inputs the coordinates and engages at warp 9.
TO_Mikan says:
::enters the TL with the CO::
OPS_Jones says:
::sits in the command chair::
CNS_Selar says:
::gets up and walks into the TL with the CO as well::
CTO_Worthington says:
::exits the TL onto the bridge:: OPS: Report!
FCO_Barak says:
::enters bridge ::
CEO_Terumo says:
::heads to the TL:: *EO Selena*: Emergency power to the warp engines!
Host CO_Lyon says:
::exits the TL as it arrives on the bridge in time to hear Trent's order:: OPS: Yes, report. ::walks down to his chair::
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
::looks over at the CTO::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Enters the TL.::
CNS_Selar says:
:;walks out of the TL as well and stands by her chair not ready to sit:: Henderson: Great job, Christina.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Enters the bridge and heads for his station.::
CMO_Brabas says:
::As he enters the TL:: All : Pardon me for interrupting but I will come back in one hour to check your blood pressure and to give you, if it will be needed, a counter dosage for those boosts!!
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
::looks over at Jennifer:: CNS: Thanks. ::smiles:: I tried my best.
FCO_Barak says:
:: gets near conn chair and looks at Calhoun ::
Host CO_Lyon says:
FCO: Barak, change our course to SB33.
TO_Mikan says:
::goes to his console::
CTO_Worthington says:
::takes up the tactical console, looking over sensors::
CNS_Selar says:
Henderson: And you did well. Just make sure I have a report on my desk tomorrow at 1200 hours.
CEO_Terumo says:
::reaches the bridge and logs on to his console:: CO: Emergency power has been redirected to propulsion, Sir.
Host XO_Siatty says:
CSO: Get an eye locked on that Ring.  If it can sterilize a 100000000 LY radius, we can't leave it unwatched.
EO_Valentine says:
::makes her way down to engineering.::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Begins scanning the planet and the ring.::
FCO_Barak says:
:: sits in conn chair :: CO: Aye sir.
Ens_Christina_Henderson says:
CNS: Aye, ma'am. ::gets out of the CNS chair and walks off of the bridge to the TL and orders it to Deck 9::
Host CO_Lyon says:
CEO: Thanks. OPS: Open me a channel to SFC, I'll take it in my ready room. XO: You have the bridge, and don't blow anything until I tell you. ::smiles::
CSO_Nash says:
XO: Aye sir. I'll launch a probe. :: Launches a probe.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
XO: Can't promise that yet, but I'll try.
FCO_Barak says:
:: Taps console. :: CO: Course laid in sir.
CTO_Worthington says:
CSO/CEO: Great work down there. Pass my thanks onto the EO please.
CNS_Selar says:
::sits down in her chair and looks around:: Self: I am so glad to be back. ::feels relieved::
OPS_Jones says:
::Stands up and returns to her post after relieving Calhoun::  CO:  Yes, Sir.  ::opens a channel to SFC and routes it to the captain ready room.
CEO_Terumo says:
CTO: Thanks, Sir.
CSO_Nash says:
CTO: Thank you, Commander.
Host CO_Lyon says:
FCO: Engage, warp 7.5.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He returns to the Sick Bay and begins to prepare some of the body probes for AT members::
CEO_Terumo says:
*EO*: Are you ok? Great work down there!
CTO_Worthington says:
CEO/CSO: Drinks on me later.
OPS_Jones says:
CTO:  Well, you all got back in one piece.
Host CO_Lyon says:
::walks into his ready room and faces the desk PADD, ready to give his report.::
FCO_Barak says:
CO: Warp 7.5, aye sir.
OPS_Jones says:
::smiles at CSO::
CTO_Worthington says:
OPS: No we didn't. We lost 4 great people.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Smiles back at OPS.::
FCO_Barak says:
CO: Engaged. :: taps console ::
CNS_Selar says:
::looks around, feeling like a wreck::
OPS_Jones says:
CTO: Understood.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Launches a long term study probe.::
Host XO_Siatty says:
::Drops into Center Seat.::  CTO: I just hope that's the final count.
EO_Valentine says:
CEO:  I'm doing fine.  ::Grins from ear to ear.::  Thank you... ::Would blush if her fur didn't get in the way.::
Host Construct says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Construct says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Construct says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

